Use of the Suggested Clinical Data Elements is Voluntary / Optional

Vitamin and Metabolic Assays Order
Suggested Clinical Data Elements (CDEs)

Version R1.0b (6/19/2018)

Note: If these CDEs are used:
1) CDEs in black Calibri are required
2) CDEs in burnt orange Italics Calibri are required if the condition is met
3) CDEs in blue Times New Roman are recommended but not required

Beneficiary Information CDEs
PBD: Patient/Beneficiary Demographics

PBD1: Patient’s first name, last name, and middle initial (text)
PBD2: Patient’s date of birth (date: MM/DD/YYYY)
PBD3: Patient’s Gender (Single selection from the value set: M, F, Other)
PBD4: Patient’s Medicare ID (Medicare ID format and check digit)

Diagnoses Information CDEs
DIAG: Diagnoses

Note: ICD-10-CM (code), Description (text)

DIAG3: Diagnoses (Repeat until complete: ICD-10-CM, Description)

Clinical Indicators CDEs
VITCLIN: Vitamin and metabolic assay clinical indicators

VITCLIN1: clinical indicators for ordered tests (text)

Order Priority CDEs
ORDPRIO: Order priority

ORDPRIO1: Order priority (single selection from value set: Routine, Expedite, Urgent)
Note: If these CDEs are used:
1) CDEs in black Calibri are required
2) CDEs in *burnt orange Italics Calibri* are required if the condition is met
3) CDEs in *blue Times New Roman* are recommended but not required

**Vitamin and Metabolic Assay Order CDEs**

VITORD: Vitamin and metabolic assay orders -- allowed frequency: once per year

VITORD1: multiple selection from list (see UMRG Appendix A)

VITORD: Vitamin and metabolic assay orders -- allowed frequency: up to 3x per year

VITORD2: multiple selection from list (see UMRG Appendix A)

VITORD: Vitamin and metabolic assay orders -- allowed frequency: not determined

VITORD3: multiple selection from list (currently list of one) (see UMRG Appendix A)

**Provider Signature CDEs**

SIGPNP: Physician/NPP Signature Elements

SIGPNP1: Physician/NPP Signature (image, electronic, or digital)

SIGPNP2: Physician/NPP Printed Name (text)

SIGPNP6: Date of Order (MM/DD/YYYY)

SIGPNP4: Physician/NPP NPI (NPI format)

SIGPNP7: Provider Telephone Number (xxx-xxx-xxxxx ext. xxxxx)

SIGPNP8: Provider Fax Number (xxx-xxx-xxxxx ext. xxxxx)

SIGPNP8: Provider Direct address (Direct address)

SIGPNP10: Provider Address (text – up to two lines)

SIGPNP11: Provider City (text – validate against valid cities for the state)

SIGPNP12: Provider State (Single selection from value set: States – two letter abbreviation)

SIGPNP13: Provider ZIP (5+optional 4 – validate against Post Office list)